A study of N-methylacetamide in water clusters: based on atom-bond electronegativity equalization method fused into molecular mechanics.
N-methylacetamide (NMA) is a very interesting compound and often serves as a model of the peptide bond. The interaction between NMA and water provides a convenient prototype for the solvation of the peptides in aqueous solutions. Here we present NMA-water potential model based on atom-bond electronegativity equalization method fused into molecular mechanics (ABEEM/MM) that is to take ABEEM charges of all atoms, bonds, and lone-pair electrons of NMA and water molecules into the electrostatic interaction term in molecular mechanics. The model has the following characters: (1)it allows the charges in system to fluctuate responding to the ambient environment; (2) for two major types of intermolecular hydrogen bonds, which are the hydrogen bond forming between the lone-pair electron on amide oxygen and the water hydrogen, and the one forming between the lone-pair electron on water oxygen and the amide hydrogen, we take special treatments in describing the electrostatic interaction by the use of the parameters k(lpO=, H) and k(lpO(-), HN(-)), respectively. The newly constructed potential model based on ABEEM/MM is first applied to amide-water clusters and reproduces gas-phase state properties of NMA(H(2)O)(n) (n=1-3) including optimal structures, dipole moments, ABEEM charge distributions, energy difference of the isolated trans- and cis-NMA, interaction energies, hydrogen bonding cooperative effects, and so on, whose results show the good agreement with those measured by available experiments and calculated by ab initio methods. In order to further test the reasonableness of this model and the correctness and transferability of the parameters, many static properties of the larger NMA-water complexes NMA(H(2)O)(n) (n=4-6) are also studied including optimal structures and interaction energies. The results also show fair consistency with those of our quantum chemistry calculations.